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Abstract. Digital image correlation is an appealing technique for studying crack

propagation in brittle materials such as ceramics. A case study is discussed where

the crack geometry, and the crack opening displacement are evaluated from image

correlation by following two different measurement and identification routes. The

displacement uncertainty can reach the nanometer range even though optical pic-

tures are dealt with. The stress intensity factor is estimated with a 7% uncertainty

in a complex loading set-up without having to resort to a numerical modelling of

the experiment.
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2 S. Roux & F. Hild

1. Introduction

Fracture toughness is a key property for the design of fracture-safe

structures, especially involving brittle materials [1]. With the develop-

ment of full-field measurement techniques, the evaluation of the tough-

ness may become similar to procedures used in numerical modeling such

as finite element analyses [2–4]. Digital image correlation has already

been utilized to analyze cracks in homogeneous and heterogeneous

materials [5, 6]. For instance, stress intensity factors [7, 8], crack tip

opening angles [9] or crack tip opening displacements [10], and tough-

ness [11] can be measured with a very good accuracy by means of digital

image correlation. The application discussed herein is based upon a

sandwiched-beam experiment [12–14, 11]. This type of experimental

set-up allows one to initiate a crack that does not propagate across the

whole sample. However, the arrest conditions are strongly dependent

upon the friction between the beams, their flexural rigidities, the notch

geometry as well as the variations of material properties around the

notch. Therefore, a toughness identification based upon finite element

simulations was shown to be unreliable [11].

It is proposed to discuss the SIF identification based on displace-

ments evaluated through digital image correlation by using two differ-

ent ways:

− an a posteriori fit of displacements;

− an integrated approach in which the SIF is a direct output of the

measurement stage.
∗ to whom correspondence should be addressed. Fax: +33 1 48 34 74 16.
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SIF measurement from image correlation 3

It is worth noting that in both cases no finite element simulation is

needed to evaluate the value of the stress intensity factor and the

toughness. This fact allows the analysis to be applicable to a wide

variety of cases.

Section 2 introduces the general correlation concepts used in the

present study. The experimental procedure used to measure the tough-

ness of brittle materials is based upon a sandwiched-beam technique

(to precrack a notched beam) as discussed in Section 3. It is usually

followed by a three-point flexural test on the precracked sample to

determine the toughness of the tested specimen [14, 11]. In the present

case, the toughness is evaluated through the analysis of crack arrest

for a silicon carbide ceramic using either a post-processing technique

(Section 4) or an integrated procedure (Section 5) of the measured

displacement field. The appendix presents an evaluation of the impact

of image noise on the uncertainty of displacement evaluations for all

procedures introduced in this study.

2. Principle of image correlation

The principle of image correlation techniques is the following. Two

digital (gray level) images corresponding respectively to a reference,

f(x), and deformed, g(x), state are simply related by the “passive”

advection of the local texture in the displacement field u. Therefore it

is assumed that

g(x) = f(x + u(x)) (1)
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From the knowledge of f and g, the problem consists in estimating u

as accurately as possible, usually by regularization of the conservation

equation of the optical flow [15–19].

2.1. General approach

Whenever u is a simple rigid translation, a powerful technique con-

sists in looking for the maximum correlation between f and g. The

latter is reached accurately for the displacement u, and suited inter-

polation techniques allows one to reach sub-pixel uncertainty (down to

10−2 pixel or below in suited cases [20]). From this observation a natural

scheme is to decompose the original image into small zones of interest,

where the approximation of a local rigid translation or uniform strain

may hold. The collocation of all the local translations thus provides an

estimate of the global displacement field. Each elementary determina-

tion can be performed either in the physical space [21, 22, 20] or in

Fourier space [23–25]. One difficulty however is the accurate pairing of

zones of interest which implies a good evaluation of the displacement

prior to further refinement. This has led to the development of multi-

scale algorithms that proceed by iteration from a coarse description to

a finer one [26].

2.2. Extension to arbitrary functional basis

Recently a slightly different approach was suggested [27, 28]. Based

on the same optical flow conservation principle, the minimization of

‖g(x)− f(x+v(x))‖ with respect to a trial displacement v(x), after a
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SIF measurement from image correlation 5

first order Taylor expansion leads to the minimization of

T [v] =
∫∫

[g(x) − f(x) − v(x).∇f ]2dx (2)

A further expansion of the displacement onto a basis of chosen functions

v(x) =
∑

n anΨn(x) allows one to write the amplitudes an as the

solution to the linear system

Mnmam = bn (3)

where

Mnm =
∫∫

(∇f ⊗ ∇f) : (Ψm ⊗Ψn)dx (4)

bn =
∫∫

(f − g)(∇f.Ψn)dx (5)

The limitation of this approach comes from the applicability of the

Taylor expansion (2). Hence, the maximum amplitude of the displace-

ment that can be determined is typically less than one pixel. However,

using a similar hierarchical approach as previously mentioned, based

on progressive coarsening or filtering, allows one to progressively reach

the required solution through gradual corrections of the deformed image

with the determined estimate of the displacement field.

Let us note that the objective function provides a measure of the

quality of the determination. Moreover, the integrand gives access to

the local contribution of each pixel to the global error, and thus con-

stitutes a very effective tool to appreciate the random or systematic

nature of the residual error.
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3. Application to a fracture test

3.1. Sandwiched-beam experiment

To evaluate the fracture toughness of a brittle material (e.g., a silicon

carbide ceramic), a sandwiched-beam precracking technique may be

used [12–14, 11]. The principle of an SB test consists in inserting a

notched bar between two steel bars (see Fig. 1). The SB assembly is then

loaded in three-point flexure. This type of experimental set-up allows

one to initiate a crack that does not propagate across the whole sample.

Consequently, the toughness evaluations are related to arrest conditions

with the present technique. However, the arrest conditions are strongly

dependent upon the friction between the beams, their flexural rigidities,

the notch geometry as well as the variations of material properties

around the notch. Furthermore, the load displacement curve has no

precise signature corresponding to the onset of crack propagation. It

was shown that digital image correlation could be used to analyze the

experiment [11].

The material examined herein, called SiC-100 and made by Cérami-

ques & Composites (France), is naturally sintered. The powder is pressed

and then heated to 2000 ◦C. During processing, small quantities of

boron carbide (B4C) are added to improve sintering. The average grain

size is equal to 5 µm. Therefore, when artificial cracks are at least of

millimetric size, a macroscopic evaluation of the stress intensity factor

and toughness can be performed. The measurements carried out herein
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SIF measurement from image correlation 7

correspond to macroscopic evaluations of the SIF and toughness. The

sample is notched with a diamond saw.

To achieve a good spatial resolution, a far-field (or long-distance)

microscope is used to get access to the onset and arrest of crack prop-

agation from a notch. The physical size p of 1 pixel corresponds to

1.85 µm so that a 1/100-th pixel uncertainty is of the order of 20 nm.

A brightfield illumination is used in the present case and no special

sample preparation is needed. At these magnification levels, the sur-

face roughness provides enough variations so that “speckles” appear.

Figure 2b shows a picture taken when the load drop was observed. No

crack is visible even with the highest magnification.

3.2. Finite element Q1 functional basis

Forquin et al. [11] studied the crack morphology and the mechanical

characteristics using a standard correlation technique following the ap-

proach mentioned in Section 2.1. We thus defer to this reference for a

detailed discussion of the methodology and results.

The same set of images was analyzed by following the generalized

approach of Section 2.2, by using as a functional basis bilinear functions

for each component of the displacement over square elements (Q1-shape

functions in the language of the finite element method [29]). Even

though the displacement uncertainty is the lowest for large element

sizes, the inhomogeneity of the displacement prompts one to use small

sizes. Sizes down to 6 × 6 pixels could be considered with a clear

determination of the displacement. However, in order to reduce the
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uncertainty level (see next sub-section), elements of size 8 × 8 pixels

were used in this section.

Figure 3 shows a map of the two components of the displacement

field, where the discontinuity of displacement appears clearly, mainly in

mode I, although the crack does not propagate along the vertical direc-

tion, had the experimental conditions been perfect. Consequently, an

identification based on “perfect” boundary conditions, which is usually

assumed by using finite element simulations, cannot be made.

3.3. Performance

The performance of the method in terms of standard displacement

uncertainty is dependent on the texture of the image (e.g., gray level

dynamic range, correlation length). To obtain an estimate of the uncer-

tainty associated with the correlation algorithm, an artificial image is

constructed from the true reference one (Fig. 2a) by using a sub-pixel

translation in the range 0 to 1 pixel. (This is conveniently performed in

Fourier space.) Then the correlation algorithm is applied to this pair

of images, thus allowing for an evaluation of the uncertainty. A very

rapid decrease of the uncertainty σu can be observed with the size 
 of

the element (in pixels), as σu ≈ pA1+α
−α with α ≈ 1.5 and A ≈ 0.6

pixel. (Note that 
 is a pure number, and not a physical length scale).

Thus for an element size of 
 = 8 pixels as used below, σu ≈ 40 nm,

whereas for 
 = 128 pixels, σu is less than 1 nm.

For the strain uncertainty, one can proceed along the same way and

analyze artificial images where a homogeneous strain is imposed. This
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has been tested for a uniaxial strain ranging from 2.5×10−4 to 8×10−3.

The most critical factor is the uncertainty (standard deviation around

the estimated strain as a function of the imposed uniform strain) rather

than the (much smaller) systematic error. For a small zone of interest


 = 8 pixels, the strain uncertainty amounts for about 8 times the

value of the prescribed value (in the entire range). Requiring that the

strain uncertainty be equal to the prescribed value would require 
 ≈

20 pixels (more or less independently of the strain level). For a larger

zone of interest, 
 = 128 pixels, the relative uncertainty is reduced to

about 12% over the entire strain range. It is worth mentioning that

such uncertainties are significantly smaller than those obtained using

classical digital image correlation techniques [11, 30].

Furthermore, the effect of noise due to the CCD camera on the

displacement uncertainty is detailed in the appendix. For a given un-

correlated noise (characterized by a standard deviation σ added to the

picture g), it is shown that the standard displacement uncertainty τu

(expressed in physical length units, rather than pixel size) associated

to the analysis reads

τu =
12
√

2pσ

7
√
〈|∇f |2〉


(6)

and therefore depends on properties of the analyzed texture. For the

present application (Fig. 2a), one can compute
√
〈|∇f |2〉 ≈ 17.2 gray

levels/pixel, and 
 = 8 pixels, hence τu ≈ 0.018 σ. The temporal noise

level σ associated to image acquisition (i.e., the CCD camera) is diffi-

cult to estimate. The technical specification of the camera is such that

the noise should be less than 3% of the 256 gray levels used, or about 8

gray levels. However, the residual error map that can be computed after
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the identification has to provide a true upper bound of the noise since

it integrates all possible sources of discrepancies (including noise, but

also all approximations due to interpolation, deviation from the ideal

elastic field solution). As shown further down (see Fig. (8)), the latter

residual (positive) error field has a mean level of 1.5 gray level. Thus in

spite of the technical specification of the camera, we will use σ = 2 gray

levels here and in the sequel. The total displacement uncertainty τu is

less than 75 nm. It is worth noting that about 50% of that uncertainty

is caused by the correlation technique itself as shown by the a priori

performance estimate.

4. Post processing analysis for toughness identification

4.1. Method

Extracting some mechanically meaningful information using the de-

tailed map of displacement can be performed by identifying the ampli-

tudes of relevant reference displacement fields. In the present case, one

can easily list some meaningful contributions. First, rigid body motions

have to be accounted for, and constitute the first three fields, two in-

plane translations, Ψ1 and Ψ2, and one rotation about an axis normal

to the observation plane, Ψ3. One single uniform strain field, Ψ4, is

allowed for in order to leave the crack face stress-free, the so-called

“T-stress” (uniaxial tension along the crack direction). The presence

of the crack generates two independent singular displacement fields

corresponding to modes I, Ψ5, and II, Ψ6, with two scalar amplitudes
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that will give access to the stress intensity factors. Last, in order to

enrich the basis, one may also consider the next order sub-singular

mode I and II fields, respectively denoted by Ψ7 and Ψ8. It is very

convenient to express these vectors as complex valued fields in the

local crack frame (crack tip at the origin, and crack extension along

the negative real axis). A current point M is represented by a complex

number z = x + iy or polar coordinates z = reiθ, and similarly the

displacement is represented by U = Ux + iUy. The expression of the

eight basis functions is

Ψ1(z) = 1

Ψ2(z) = i

Ψ3(z) = iz

Ψ4(z) = (κ − 1)z + 2z

Ψ5(z) =
√

r[2κeiθ/2 − e3iθ/2 − e−iθ/2]

Ψ6(z) = i
√

r[2κeiθ/2 + e3iθ/2 − 3e−iθ/2]

Ψ7(z) =
√

r3[2κe3iθ/2 − 3eiθ/2 + e−3iθ/2]

Ψ8(z) = i
√

r3[2κe3iθ/2 + 3eiθ/2 − 5e−3iθ/2]

(7)

where

κ =
(3 − ν)
(1 + ν)

(8)

in plane stress condition, as expected along the free observation sur-

face, with ν being the Poisson’s ratio. Let us note however that the

amplitudes of these functions are real numbers.

The strategy is thus simply to decompose the estimated displace-

ment field (from image correlation) onto the basis of Ψk test functions.
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For this goal, the following objective function is minimized

T (a) =
Nmes∑
i=1

‖Ui −
∑
k

akΨk‖2 (9)

where Nmes is the number of measured displacement points.

One advantage of this formulation is that the value reached by

the objective function constitutes a global quality parameter. Since the

identification procedure assumes that the crack geometry is known, a

minimization of this global residual over the a priori guessed crack tip

position also provides a natural way of optimizing the crack geometry.

In the following, in order to make this estimator dimensionless, we will

refer to (T − Tmin)/Tmin as the “global residual”.

It can be noted that other techniques can be followed to extract

the stress intensity factor by computing the crack opening displacement

profile [11] or by using an interaction integral [8].

4.2. Results

The results reported below are obtained from the previous estimates

of the displacement field resolved with a mesh size of 8 pixels, over a

region of interest that amounts to 512× 512 pixels centered on a gross

determination of the crack tip position. In Fig. 4, the map of estimated

mode I and mode II stress intensity factors is plotted as functions

of the guessed crack tip location. To select the most appropriate lo-

cation, the map of global residual is shown in the same figure. The

crack tip can be accurately located in the direction normal to its mean

orientation, whereas along its extension the residuals vary slowly. Yet,

from the absolute minimum location, one can locate quite precisely the

ijf.tex; 18/10/2005; 6:24; p.12
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crack tip position that provides the best fit quality. The uncertainty is

about ±10 and ±2 pixels respectively parallel or perpendicular to the

crack direction (i.e., about 20 and 4 µm). This uncertainty is based on

the subjective appreciation of extreme crack tip positions that can be

considered as unacceptable.

More importantly, the same analysis also provides a quantitative

estimate of the stress intensity factors for both modes I and II. The

singular field, which is directly measured through the amplitudes of

Ψ5 and Ψ6, yields the SIF when the elastic constants are known (i.e.,

for SiC, E = 410 GPa and ν = 0.15). One obtains KI = 2.3 ± 0.2

MPa
√

m, and KII = 0.0 ± 0.05 MPa
√

m. Error bars are estimated

from the values of K for extreme locations of the crack tip location as

indicated above.

The derivation presented in the appendix provides the value of the

identification uncertainties associated to the noise of the CCD camera

σ as

τ(translation) ≈ 0.42 σ (nm)

τ(rotation) ≈ 1.7 × 10−6 σ (rad)

τ(SIF) ≈ 0.01 σ (MPa
√

m)

(10)

when σ is expressed in gray levels. The previous estimate for σ (i.e.,

less than 2 gray levels) gives the identification uncertainty for the stress

intensity factor as equal to 0.02 MPa
√

m.

This estimate is computed provided the geometry of the medium

(including crack tip location) is known. However the dominant source of

uncertainty comes from this unknown geometry, and using a somewhat
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14 S. Roux & F. Hild

subjective evaluation, error bars on K are estimated as 10 times as

large (as values mentioned above) in mode I, and 2.5 times in mode II.

Despite the fact that the crack started at an angle with respect

to the expected vertical direction, the singular crack displacement is

essentially under a mode I condition, with very little tangential dis-

placement discontinuity. In quantitative terms, the mode I opening is

about 0.3 pixel wide (i.e., about 500 nm) in the region of interest,

whereas for mode II, the tangential discontinuity is at most of order

0.006 pixel, or about 10 nm at the edge of the region of interest.

5. Integrated approach

5.1. Methodology

Up to now, the identification procedure consisted of two independent

steps:

− first, the identification of the displacement field (Section 2), and in

particular the use of an arbitrary functional basis for that purpose,

− second, the projection of the measured displacement field onto a

few mechanically significant fields (Section 4).

It can be noticed that this separation into two steps is unnecessary,

and in particular the introduction of Q1-elements is artificial, and only

used at an intermediate stage. This a priori partition will reduce the

performance of the method, as compared to what is now introduced
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and referred to as an “integrated approach.” The route outlined in

Subsection 2.2 is still followed, but the relevant displacement fields,

Ψi, are introduced a priori at the measurement stage. The direct

computation of the amplitudes of the singular crack fields will thus

immediately provide an estimate for the SIFs. The generality of the

correlation approach is fully exploited, and no specific restrictions ap-

pear from having to deal with the eight functions that were used before

[Eqn. (7)]. The same multiscale strategy holds since it only involves a

coarse-graining or filtering of the images and does not imply specific

limitations on the displacement fields. Sub-pixel corrections may be

introduced to iteratively reach the optimal determination, although we

did not use any correction on anything but the mean displacement (of

about 11 pixels in magnitude along the loading direction).

5.2. Results

The integrated approach is applied to study the same experiment, and

the same pair of pictures. A zone of interest of size 512 × 512 pixels,

approximately centered on (an estimate of) the crack tip, is used in the

analysis. Here again, the crack tip is estimated through the minimum

value of an objective function.

Figure 6 shows the optimum stress intensity factors for modes I

and II, as functions of the assumed crack tip position, and the global

residual (relative to its minimum value) is also shown in the same

figure. A very close similarity is observed between the latter results

and the ones obtained using the post-processing step on the estimated
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displacement. The same conclusion holds for the best determination of

the displacement fields shown in Fig. 7. In more quantitative terms,

the critical stress intensity factors are estimated to amount to

KI = 2.3 ± 0.15 MPa
√

m

KII = 0.05 ± 0.05 MPa
√

m
(11)

Again, error bars are subjectively estimated by extracting extreme

positions of crack tip that would be acceptable, and measuring the

corresponding change in K.

As mentioned earlier, the objective function T provides naturally

a map of local contributions to residual errors. Such an error field after

the integrated approach is shown in Fig. 8. The units are in gray levels.

Even though the error level can be locally as large as 30 gray levels

(for an 8-bit digitization, or 256 gray levels, of the initial images), the

mean value of the residual error is about 1.5 gray levels. This value was

used in order to obtain an upper bound for the noise level σ = 2 gray

levels. The error is highly concentrated along the crack path as could

have been anticipated. One also sees coherent zones of high error values

(e.g., in the right hand top corner of this figure), which corresponds

to deviations from the crack displacement field, presumably due to a

subsuperficial porosity.

Let us note that these estimates of the SIF are in excellent agree-

ment with the previous determination using the post-processing treat-

ment based on the Q1-based estimates of the displacement field. The

very close similarity of the quality factor and SIF values as functions of

the assumed position of the crack tip (Figs. 4 and 6) is striking. Con-

sequently the estimated displacement fields using both post-processing
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(Fig. 5) and integrated approaches (Fig. 7) are extremely close in terms

of mean value.

The uncertainty with the integrated approach is quite compara-

ble to that observed with the post-processing analysis. However, that

may not be a general statement. Because the projection over the Q1

finite element basis is an unnecessary step, the integrated approach will

always have better or equal performances to those of post-processing

routes. In the present case, because of the low level of noise, and the

wide analyzed field, such a projection does not involve a drastic loss

of information. The uncertainty associated to the CCD camera can

again be evaluated by following the derivations in the appendix. The

identification uncertainties are obtained as

τ(translation) ≈ 0.4 σ (nm)

τ(rotation) ≈ 1.5 × 10−6 σ (rad)

τ(K) ≈ 0.009 σ (MPa
√

m)

(12)

when σ is expressed in gray levels. These values are very close to

those achieved by the post-processing approach (Section 4). Uncer-

tainties for the displacement is of the order of 1 nm, and for a SIF

τ(K) ≈ 2 × 10−2 MPa
√

m. Once again, unfortunately, the dominant

error comes from the unknown geometry of the crack, which motivates

the much more conservative error bars [see Eqn. (11)].
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6. Conclusion

Theoretical and operational correlation tools that allow one to extract

meaningful mechanical information from pictures have been presented.

Crack openings much smaller than the pixel size, and even smaller

than the wavelength of light, can be resolved thereby enabling for

the determination of the crack tip with a small uncertainty, and even

the identification or the measurement of stress intensity factors. In

addition, the appendix provides a general methodology for estimating

the impact of image noise on the uncertainty in the determination of

displacements as well as stress intensity factors.

These results have been achieved through significant improvements

over the standard performance of digital image correlation, based on

projection of the displacement field over Q1-shape functions. The post-

processing step allows one to filter out fluctuations in the estimates of

the displacement, and to obtain measurements of the stress intensity

factors in the present example. Let us underline that this scheme, based

upon the use of the Kolossov and Muskhelichvili potentials, is much

more general and can easily be applied to a wide class of situations,

naturally giving rise to a mechanically admissible displacement field.

An integrated approach, which avoids the artificial step of the

projection onto a Q1-basis, is proposed. Even if the latter method

is expected to be more accurate than the first two-step procedure,

the obtained estimates are quite close, thereby cross-validating both

approaches. This integrated technique can be extended to a large class

of homogeneous elastic solids subjected to complex loadings.
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Appendix: Sensitivity to image noise

Let us investigate the sensitivity of the result to noises associated to

the image acquisition (e.g., digitization, read-out noise, black current

noise, photon noise [31]). It is assumed that the deformed image is

polluted by a random white noise η, of zero mean, and variance σ2.

(In practice, both reference and deformed images are affected by the

same noise, however, this is equivalent to considering a noise in the

difference (f −g) of variance 2σ2.) The notations of Section 2 are used.

The M matrix is thus unaffected by this noise, but only the vector b

is modified by a quantity

δbn =
∫∫

η(x).(∇f.Ψn)dx (13)

On average, 〈δb〉 = 0, and

〈δbmδbn〉 = σ2Mmn (14)

The impact of this noise on the determination of a, which is not altered

by a fluctuating part δa, is sought. By linearity, one observes that

〈δa〉 = 0. Its variance is given by

〈δamδan〉 = σ2M−1
mpM

−1
nq Mpq = σ2M−1

mn (15)

The above analysis can be applied to all of the procedures, be it

the Q1 estimate of the displacement field, the projection of this field

on the 8-dimensional functions (where the notations are to be revisited

but the algebra remains the same), or the integrated approach.

Let us start of with the Q1 estimate of the displacement field.

Rather than computing the exact above estimate of the variance of
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the displacement field (the M−1 matrix is quite large), one can further

simplify the computation, and only consider the spatial average of the

covariance matrix 〈δamδan〉. This hypothesis ignores the edge effects

where the variance will be larger than within the domain. It also ex-

ploits the assumption that the gradient of the image has only short

distance correlations as compared to the Q1-element size. The average

symbol 〈...〉 is now understood as representing an ensemble average

over the noise, and a spatial average. As a result the matrix M has to

be averaged, and reads

〈Mmn〉 = (1/2)〈|∇f |2〉
∫∫

Ψm.Ψndx (16)

The interesting feature of this equation is the fact that only the shape

functions are involved in the integral. This results in a natural decou-

pling between the x and the y coordinates of the displacement, and a

quasi-band diagonal of this function inherited from the classical finite-

element formulation. For instance, the diagonal elements will have the

following expression

〈Mnn〉 = (2/9)〈|∇f |2〉
2 (17)

for a summation performed over the 4 elements attached to this node.

For two adjacent nodes, 〈Mmn〉 = (1/9)〈|∇f |2〉
2, and for two diago-

nally opposed nodes, 〈Mnn〉 = (1/36)〈|∇f |2〉
2. This matrix can easily

be inverted. It has the same support as M. The diagonal element is

〈M〉−1
nn =

288
49〈|∇f |2〉
2

(18)

The adjacent node matrix element is −(1/4) that value, and diagonally

opposed nodes are 1/16 of it. By making a final additional hypothesis
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that the inverse of the spatial average can be identified with the spatial

average of the inverse (i.e., valid for a homogeneous texture of the

image), the final expression of the standard deviation τa of the Q1

displacement amplitude is expressed as

τa =
√
〈δa2

n〉 =
12
√

2pσ

7
√
〈|∇f |2〉


(19)

where the physical size of a pixel, p = 1.85 µm, has been introduced

to express τa in length units rather than pixel size. For the present

application, one can compute
√
〈|∇f |2〉 ≈ 17.2 gray levels/pixel, and


 = 8 pixels, hence τa ≈ 0.018 pσ. It is to be noted that the fluctuating

part of the a field is anti-correlated. Thus part of the fluctuations at one

node can be compensated by the fluctuations on neighboring nodes. If

a projection is to be performed on a field that is slowly varying over

the distance 
 then the “trace” (sum over all nodes) of M−1 is to be

considered, so that this trace gives rise to a standard deviation of a that

is only half of the above estimate, i.e., 0.009 σ. To validate the various

approximations performed above, one resorted to a sampling evaluation

of the previous terms (1000 random fields were used). The results lead

to τa ≈ 0.014 pσ and for the trace 0.009 pσ, in good agreement with

the a priori estimates.

Let us now apply this analysis to the post-processing of the Q1

analysis. In this case, we revert to Section 4, where the 8 amplitudes

of the displacement fields are computed from the result of the Q1-

displacement. The noise η and the M matrix introduced in the present

section are now respectively the fluctuation δa of the previous discus-

sion, and the sum over the domain of Ψm(xi)Ψn(xi). Because one has a
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simple 8×8 matrix, a direct inversion can easily be performed and thus

one obtains the complete covariance matrix of the different amplitudes.

Symmetries are such that no off-diagonal term is significantly different

from 0. By considering only diagonal terms for M−1 and the previous

direct estimate τa ≈ 0.014 pσ, the following standard deviations are

expressed with their physical dimension (using p = 1.85 µm) and σ is

estimated in gray levels

τ(translation) ≈ 0.42 σ (nm)

τ(rotation) ≈ 1.7 × 10−6 σ (rad)

τ(SIF) ≈ 0.01 σ (MPa
√

m)

(20)

Last, let us apply the above analysis to the integrated approach

(Section 5). Here again, the final matrix of the linear system is 8 × 8,

and thus one resorts to a direct evaluation of M−1 to obtain

τ(translation) ≈ 0.4 σ (nm)

τ(rotation) ≈ 1.5 × 10−6 σ (rad)

τ(SIF) ≈ 0.009 σ (MPa
√

m)

(21)

It is interesting to note that the above estimates for the uncertainties

of both procedures used to evaluate the stress intensity factors give

very close estimates. Let us however underline that those uncertainties

are based on an ideal noise and do not consider systematic bias due

for instance to the projection of ideal crack displacement fields on a

Q1-basis.

The temporal noise level of a given CCD camera depends upon

a number of external parameters. The technical specification of the

camera indicates that it should be in the present case below 3% of the

256 gray-levels used in the images, or about 8 gray levels. When using
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the residual error obtained after an analysis, (see Fig. 8) one observes

that its mean value is about 1.5 gray levels. Since the latter is an upper

bound that includes all possible sources of discrepancies (among which

temporal noise is just one part), we consider that it provides a more

reliable upper bound estimate of the noise, and thus σ = 2 gray levels

is selected. This indicates that the standard uncertainty resulting from

the noise amounts to about 1 nm for a mean translation, and 0.02

MPa
√

m for the SIF of the studied material.
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the SB bend test. The observation face of the SiC

sample is shown in gray.
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Figure 2. Eight-bit pictures of silicon carbide sample surface before (a) and after

(b) loading. The notch on the lower edge of the sample is clearly visible (1 pixel

↔ 1.85 µm).
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Figure 3. Horizontal (a) and vertical (b) components of the displacement field

expressed in pixels and resolved using Q1 elements of size 8×8 pixels (1 pixel

↔ 1.85 µm).
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pressed in pixels as projected onto the basis of suited functions in a post-processing
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Figure 7. Horizontal (a) and vertical (b) components of the displacement field

expressed in pixels and identified by using the integrated approach (1 pixel

↔ 1.85 µm).
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Figure 8. Residual error map for the integrated approach. The spatial integral of

the square of this field gives the objective function to be minimized. The mean value

of local error is about 1.5 gray levels.
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